
ANNOTATED LESSON SEQUENCE: GRADE 8  LEARNING EXPERIENCE  1 

Minds On 
Students complete Frayer Model on linear growing patterns (definition, 
characteristics/facts, examples, non-examples).  
[Individual, 10 minutes] 

Action!  
Review the learning goal. 
Review previously co-constructed criteria for problem-solving. 

Problem: Matchsticks are arranged as shown. If the pattern continues, how 
many matchsticks will be used to make Figure 10? 

 [Partners, 25 minutes] 

Consolidation:  
Have students prepare for a Gallery Walk by creating a pattern rule to 
explain their representation and solution.  Same student pairs will wander 
and look for what is the same and different in the solutions (e.g., counting 
by ones; Table of Values with adding and/or multiplying; Graphs; Pattern 
Rule in words; Algebraic Rule in symbols (Algebraic Expression). 

Debrief: Discuss students’ observations. Ask, “What was the important 
math, connected to our learning goal, which you learned today?” 
Anticipated responses include the following criteria, which should be 
recorded with students: 
♦ “I know that patterns can be represented using manipulatives,

graphically, numerically, pictorially and algebraically.”
♦ “I can represent a linear growing pattern as a concrete model, table of

values, a graph, a picture, and algebraically.”
[Whole Group, 10 minutes] 

 Reflection: Have students revisit and refine their Frayer Model using one 
colour. 
[Individual, 5 minutes] 

Learning Goal: We are learning to represent linear rela� onships in mul�ple ways, and make connec�ons 
among them. 
Guiding Planning Ques�on:  How might prior knowledge be ac�vated through a problem solving context? 

Background to the Lesson: Use a problem solving task to ac�vate students’ prior knowledge about and 
gather evidence on how students represent linear growing paterns. 

The Minds On ac�vity will 
ac�vate prior knowledge 
and serve as a founda�on 
for co-constructed success 
criteria. 

While pairs problem 
solve, gather evidence of 
students’ use of 
representa�ons, 
understanding of the 
patern core (growing 
part) and constant part, 
and iden�fica�on of a 
patern rule. 

Have students keep their 
Frayer Models in their 
math por�olios for future 
lessons in this sequence. 

http://oame.on.ca/main/files/thinklit/FrayerModel.pdf
http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/literacynumeracy/inspire/research/CBS_Communication_Mathematics.pdf
file://Csc.ad.gov.on.ca/dfs$/GrpData/CAPB/4%20I&R/Curriculum%20Review/Math%20(2013)/Math%20Action%20Plans%20and%20Renewed%20Math%20Strategy/Renewed%20Mathematics%20Strategy/PPM%20160%20and%20supports/60%20minute%20resource%20guide/Drafts/Grade%208/Glossary%20Grade%208%20sample.docx
file://Csc.ad.gov.on.ca/dfs$/GrpData/CAPB/4%20I&R/Curriculum%20Review/Math%20(2013)/Math%20Action%20Plans%20and%20Renewed%20Math%20Strategy/Renewed%20Mathematics%20Strategy/PPM%20160%20and%20supports/60%20minute%20resource%20guide/Drafts/Grade%208/Glossary%20Grade%208%20sample.docx


ANNOTATED LESSON SEQUENCE: GRADE 8  LEARNING EXPERIENCE  2 

Minds On 
Using Think-Pair-Share, students compare two different algebraic 
representations from Day 1, for example:  

Total = 3n + 3     AND  Total = 3 (n – 1) + 6 

Ask, “Can they both be right?”  Illustrate (draw out) how each algebraic 
equation relates to the way the pattern was visualized. Point out that both 
equations produce the same number of matchsticks for all figures.  
[Pairs and Whole Group, 15 minutes] 

Action!  
In pairs, have one student draw the following matchstick pattern while the 
other observes and records the strategy used to draw it. 

Show students the three videos from http://nrich.maths.org/2290. 
Provide them with the algebraic expressions:  

4 + 3(n - 1)  3 + n   1 + 3n n + n + n + 1 

• Ask students to match these expressions to the way that
Phoebe [1 + 3n], Alice [n + n + n + 1], and Luke [4 + 3(n - 1)] drew the
representation, justifying their choice.

• Have students match their way of representing the pattern to one of
the student videos.

[Partners, 25 minutes] 

Consolidation:  
Discuss that it is possible to have equivalent expressions for the same 
pattern, but some are more simplified (concise) than others. Record this as 
a success criterion:  
♦ “I know that a pattern can be represented with different but equivalent
algebraic representations.”

[Whole Group, 10 minutes] 

Reflection: Have students make an entry in their math journals, explaining 
how patterns can be visualized and illustrating how such a visual is 
connected to an expression. 

Informally, students may 
no�ce that the simplified 
form reveals both the 
growing part and a part 
that stays the same. Make 
note of this observa�on 
and revisit it on Day 4. 

 Background to the Lesson: On Day 1, the teacher observed that a variety of representa�ons were modelled 
 
during the Gallery Walk, including different algebraic representa�ons. 

Learning Goal: We are learning to represent linear rela� onships in mul�ple ways, and make connec�ons 
among them. 
Guiding Planning Ques�on: How might students experience mul�ple representa�ons of an expression? 

If two different algebraic 
representa�ons did not 
emerge from Day 1, then 
provide two for the 
students. 

http://www.eworkshop.on.ca/edu/pdf/Mod36_coop_think-pair-share.pdf
http://nrich.maths.org/2290
file://Csc.ad.gov.on.ca/dfs$/GrpData/CAPB/4%20I&R/Curriculum%20Review/Math%20(2013)/Math%20Action%20Plans%20and%20Renewed%20Math%20Strategy/Renewed%20Mathematics%20Strategy/PPM%20160%20and%20supports/60%20minute%20resource%20guide/Drafts/Grade%208/Glossary%20Grade%208%20sample.docx


ANNOTATED LESSON SEQUENCE: GRADE 8   LEARNING EXPERIENCE 3 

Minds On 
Tiles are arranged as shown in 

Present the task: 
the figures shown.  
What pattern rule do you see? 

Can each of the following expressions represent the tile pattern 
above?  Justify your answer. 

2n + n + 1 3(n + 1) – 2  3n + 1 4n - (n - 1) 
[Individual then Whole Group, 10 minutes] 

Action!  
Give each student one representation card from the Four Corners Cards (see 
BLM from TIPS4RM Unit 2.3.1, p. 11). Post pattern rules (column 1) around 
the room. Ask students to move to the pattern rule that best suits their 
representation. Once there, students should discuss how their 
representations adhere to the pattern rule. 
[Whole Group, 20 minutes] 

Consolidation:  
Ask students, “What did you need to know or do to be successful with the 
Four Corners activity?” Reinforce the importance of being able to justify 
conjectures. Add a new success criterion:  
♦ “I can justify how different algebraic representations represent the same

pattern, e.g., (x+2) + (x+2) + (x+2) = 3(x + 2) = 3x + 6
[Whole Group, 15 minutes] 

Practice:  This rectangle has height 2 and width 3. 

Work out (a) the perimeter, (b) the number of dots and (c) the number of 
lines needed, to draw a rectangle with: 

o Height 2 and width 25
o Height 2 and width 100
o Height 2 and width n

Students work independently, or with a partner. Remind students to refer 
to the success criteria as they are working. 
[Individual, 10 minutes] 

Reflection: Revisit and refine Frayer Model using a different colour. 
[Individual, 5 minutes] 

Have students keep their 
Frayer Models in their 
math por�olios for future 
lessons in this sequence. 

Learning Goal: We are learning to represent linear rela� onships in mul�ple ways, and make connec�ons 
among them. 
Guiding Planning Ques�on: How might the connec�ons between various representa�ons be reinforced? 

Background to the Lesson: On Day 2, the teacher observed that guided prac�ce in understanding the 
 connec�ons among the various representa�ons, with an emphasis on algebraic representa�ons, is needed. 

  The Minds On ac�vity will 
ac�vate prior knowledge 

 and serve as a founda�on 

 for co-constructed success 
criteria. 

Have a coaching corner 
available to guide 
students as needed. 

Together students will 
work through one or 
more algebraic 
representations that 
correspond to the rule. 

http://www.edugains.ca/resources/LearningMaterials/TIPS/tips4rm/grade8/Unit2_RepresentingPatterns.pdf
http://oame.on.ca/main/files/thinklit/FrayerModel.pdf


ANNOTATED LESSON SEQUENCE: GRADE 8   LEARNING EXPERIENCE 4 

Minds On 
Students practise matching representations of linear growing patterns 
using the “Linear Growing Patterns Representation Match Game” 
(available on the mathies.ca website). Ask students to select algebraic 
representations, with the random setting. Ask students to take a 
screenshot of the cards (after all matchers are made) for later.  
[Partners, 10 minutes] 

Action!  
Use mathies.ca 
 “Exploring Different  
Representation” tool to do a 
guided investigation. 
[Partners, 25 minutes]  Exploring Different Representations 

Show two of possible five representations, asking students to determine 
the other representations. Change parts of the representations that deal 
with the constant and ask students what effect this has on the other 
representations. 
[Whole Group, 20 minutes] 

Consolidation:  
Ask students, “What connections can you make between the algebraic 
representation and any other representation of a linear pattern?”  
Co-construct the success criterion: 
♦ “I can explain which part of the pattern is represented by the constant

and which part is represented by the multiplier in a simplified algebraic
representation.”

In pairs, have students identity the part that is changing (multiplier) and 
the part that is staying the same (constant) for each of the “Minds On” 
representation matches. 
[Whole Group, then Partners, 15 minutes] 

 Reflection: Have students select entry for math portfolio, providing 
evidence (e.g., sample solutions, explanations) of success criteria they feel 
they have met, identifying criteria they need to work on, and a next step.  
[Individual, 15 minutes] 

Have students exchange 
their work with another 
pair to provide feedback 
using the success criteria 
developed to date. 

Learning Goal: We are learning to represent linear rela� onships in mul�ple ways, and make connec�ons 
among them. 
Guiding Planning Ques�on: How can students prac�se making and connec�ng various representa�ons? 

Background to the Lesson: Over the past few days, students have seen that in linear growing paterns, there 
 is a part that is growing and a part that is constant. This lesson provides prac�se to consolidate this concept. 

Check to see if students can 
iden�fy the constant and 
the mul�plier within various 
representa�ons. 

Patern Rule Representa�on 

Story Representa�on 

Algebraic Representa�on 

Pictorial Representa�on 

Graphical Representa�on 

http://mathclips.ca/swfPlayer.html?swfURL=lib/CL004_LinearGrowingPatterns/CL004_Games/CL004_MemoryMatchGame.swf
http://mathclips.ca/swfPlayer.html?swfURL=tools/ExploringDifferentReps.swf
http://mathclips.ca/swfPlayer.html?swfURL=tools/ExploringDifferentReps.swf
http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/policyfunding/growSuccess.pdf
file://CSC.AD.GOV.ON.CA/DFS$/GrpData/CAPB/4%20I&R/Curriculum%20Review/Math%20(2013)/Math%20Action%20Plans%20and%20Renewed%20Math%20Strategy/Renewed%20Mathematics%20Strategy/PPM%20160%20and%20supports/60%20minute%20resource%20guide/Approvals/Grade%208/Representing%20Linear%20Growing%20Patterns.docx
file://CSC.AD.GOV.ON.CA/DFS$/GrpData/CAPB/4%20I&R/Curriculum%20Review/Math%20(2013)/Math%20Action%20Plans%20and%20Renewed%20Math%20Strategy/Renewed%20Mathematics%20Strategy/PPM%20160%20and%20supports/60%20minute%20resource%20guide/Approvals/Grade%208/Representing%20Linear%20Growing%20Patterns.docx


ANNOTATED LESSON SEQUENCE: GRADE 8    LEARNING EXPERIENCE 5

Minds On 
Begin with explicit instruction on yesterday’s lesson. Review the meaning 
of constant and multiplier.  
[Whole Group, 10 minutes] 

Action!  
Adapted from TIPS4RM (Gr. 8, Unit 2, Day 4). In small groups, students will 
explore a variety of representations in order to consolidate their 
understanding of constant and multiplier, and their connections to the 
various representations. They will rotate through six stations that have one 
representation from below. Their task is to provide an alternate 
representation for each, as well as identify the constant and multiplier. 

 [Small Groups, 30 minutes]

Consolidation:  
Facilitate a whole group discussion around the station work. Ask: 
• Which paterns were easier for iden�fying the mul�plier and the

constant?
• Which were more challenging?
• Why do you think some were more challenging to represent in

alternate ways than others?
[Whole Group, 10 minutes] 

 Reflection: Students select one piece of work (for their portfolios) from the 
stations and explain, using the success criteria, how this piece showcases 
their understanding of linear growing patterns. 
[Individual, 10 minutes] 

Background to the Lesson: Students consolidate their understanding from the past four days and prac�se 
  the various representa�ons for a linear growing patern, including iden�fying the mul�plier and constant. 

Learning Goal: We are learning to represent linear rela� onships in mul�ple ways, and make connec�ons 
among them. 
Guiding Planning Ques�on: How might students reflect on their learning using the success criteria? 

While students are 
working, the teacher can 
conference with individual 
students based on their 
self-assessments for their 
por�olios, completed on 
Day 4. This might include 
coaching or instruc�on 
small groups of students 
who have indicated 
similar areas for 
improvement and next 
steps. 

http://bit.ly/TIPSgr8Unit2

